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We consider the Gross-Pitaevskii(GP) model of a Bose-Einstein Condensate(BEC)
with non-local s-wave interactions. The non-locality is represented by corrections to
the local GP equation. Due to such corrections to the GP equation, there arise
corrections to the free energy functional as well. We present here a proof of the
exact correspondence between the free energy and the dynamics for typical terms
appearing while considering corrections to the GP equation at any order. This non-
trivial correspondence can be used to study BECs perturbatively while going beyond
the Fermi pseudopotential.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of Bose-Einstein Condensation(BEC) in dilute atomic gases was a cru-
cial step in BEC physics[1]. This BEC of interacting bosons has been extensively studied
theoretically. The standard approach of studying this interacting BEC is by using the Gross-
Pitaevskii(GP) equation[2, 3]. In the GP theory, inter-atomic interactions of the BEC are
modelled by considering symmetric s-wave scattering between boson pairs. The validity
of such an approach has been argued for mainly due to the extremely low temperature
and diluteness of the BEC of atomic gases. The theoretical predictions of the GP theory
has been verified by experiments in dilute atomic BEC. To mention a few, GP theory has
been successful in explaining ground state of a trapped BEC[4], elementary excitations[5, 6],
solitons[7–9], surface modes[10, 11] and vortices[12–14] in a BEC.
In the dilute BEC (a << n−1/3)regime, the inter-particle interaction is approximated by
a delta-function pseudopotential[15]. This is due to the fact that in the regime of symmetric
interactions, any soft effective pseudopotential Veff(r− r
′
) with
∫
dr Veff(r− r
′
) = g can
be used, where g = 4pi~
2a
m
gives the strength of interaction (a is the s-wave scattering length).
The approximation of the delta-function pseudopotential is a good first order approximation
in the low temperature and dilute BEC regime as mentioned earlier. The local GP equation
arising from such a pseudopotential considers the energy independence of the s-wave scat-
tering. However, Fu et al. have shown that the energy dependence of the s-wave scattering
can be taken into account by considering corrections to the local GP equation[16]. This
approach takes into account an effective range expansion due to the non-locality of s-wave
scattering. It has been shown, for example in the works of Collin et al. and Fu et al. that
such corrections to the local GP equation would involve derivatives of the form ψ∇2|ψ|2
and higher even orders[16–18]. The immediate question which arises is what would be the
corrections to the energy functional due to corrections to the local GP equation? Hence it
becomes important to identify the contributions to the energy functional arising from such
correction terms. In this paper, we show a rigorous combinatorial proof of the fact that any
term of the form (c|ψ|2/2)∇l|ψ|2 added to the energy functional of the local GP equation
would contribute a term (cψ)∇l|ψ|2 to the local GP equation, where l is a positive even
number. We further show that when l is odd, this correspondence is absent. This makes
the correspondence non-trivial and paves the way to study the energetics of corrections on
3top of the local GP equation. Also, since there exists a term by term correspondence, any
number of correction terms can be incorporated on top of the local GP equation.
The general Gross-Pitaevskii(GP) equation for the complex order parameter ψ(r, t) of
the condensate in the absence of external potential is given as
i~
∂ψ(r, t)
∂t
= −
~
2
2m
∇2ψ(r, t)
+ ψ(r, t)
∫
dr
′
ψ∗(r′, t)V(r′ − r)ψ(r′, t),
(1)
which can be derived from the energy functional
E =
~
2
2m
∫
dr |∇ψ(r)|2
+
∫
dr
|ψ(r)|2
2
∫
dr
′
ψ∗(r
′
)V(r− r
′
)ψ(r
′
).
(2)
The local form of the GP equation is obtained by replacing the interactions between particles
with a pseudopotential δ(r− r′). This local form of the GP equation is
i~
∂ψ(r, t)
∂t
= −
~
2
2m
∇2ψ(r, t) + g ψ(r, t)|ψ(r, t)|2. (3)
The energy functional for the local GP equation can be obtained by a similar replacement
of the inter-atomic interactions by the delta function pseudopotential in Eq.(2) giving
E =
~
2
2m
∫
dr |∇ψ(r)|2 +
g
2
∫
dr (|ψ(r)|2)2.
This local form has been successful in explaining many properties of a BEC. But now if
we want to consider the effects due to non-locality of the s-wave scattering interactions, we
need to consider corrections to the local GP equation and obtain the corresponding energy
functional. Collin et al.[17] have shown that such corrections to the local GP equation are
represented by terms of the form αψ∇l|ψ|2 where l is a positive even number. Let us now
prove the correspondence between corrections to the local GP equation and the corrections
to the energy functional mentioned above, which would enable to study the corrections to
the local GP equation.
4II. PROOF OF CORRESPONDENCE
We now propose that any correction(addition) to the local GP equation of the form
αψ∇l|ψ|2 would correspond to an addition to the energy functional of the form α |ψ|
2
2
∇l|ψ|2,
where l is even and α is an arbitrary constant. For simplicity, we consider a ψ which is
constant along y and z direction, but varies only along the x direction. Hence the laplacian
would involve derivatives in x only.
Consider the term in the energy functionalG = |ψ|
2
2
∂lx|ψ|
2 = |ψ|
2
2
(∑l
n=0
(
l
n
)
(∂l−nx ψ)(∂
n
xψ
∗)
)
.
Let us look at the functional derivative of G with respect to ψ∗.
δG
δψ∗
=
( l∑
m=0
(−1)m∂mx
∂
∂(∂mx ψ
∗)
)[ |ψ|2
2
( l∑
n=0
(
l
n
)
(∂l−nx ψ)(∂
n
xψ
∗)
)]
=
( ∂
∂ψ∗
+
l∑
m=1
(−1)m∂mx
∂
∂(∂mx ψ
∗)
)[ |ψ|2
2
( l∑
n=0
(
l
n
)
(∂l−nx ψ)(∂
n
xψ
∗)
)]
=
∂
∂ψ∗
[ |ψ|2
2
( l∑
n=0
(
l
n
)
(∂l−nx ψ)(∂
n
xψ
∗)
)]
+
l∑
m=1
(−1)m∂mx
∂
∂(∂mx ψ
∗)
[ |ψ|2
2
( l∑
n=0
(
l
n
)
(∂l−nx ψ)(∂
n
xψ
∗)
)]
=
ψ
2
∂lx(|ψ|
2) +
1
2
[ l∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
l
m
)
∂mx
(
|ψ|2(∂l−mx ψ)
)]
,
which gives
δG
δψ∗
=
ψ
2
∂lx(|ψ|
2) +
1
2
[ l∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
l
m
) m∑
p=0
((m
p
)
(∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ)
)]
. (4)
Let us fix p and considering the sum overm, look at the the second term on the right hand
side in square brackets of the above Eq.(4), which becomes
∑l
m=p(−1)
m
(
l
m
)(
m
p
)
∂px|ψ|
2∂l−px ψ.
Notice the lower sum is from p and not zero. This is necessary, because to have a term with
p-th derivative, the minimum necessary value for the upper limit ′m′ of the inner sum in the
above equation is p. Also note that p ≤ m. Let us introduce q = m− p. So we have,
5l∑
m=p
(−1)m
(
l
m
)(
m
p
)
(∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ) =
l−p∑
q=0
(−1)q+p
(
l
q + p
)(
q + p
p
)
(∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ)
=
l−p∑
q=0
(−1)q+p
(
l
p
)(
l − p
q
)
(∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ)
= (∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ)(−1)
p
(
l
p
) l−p∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
l − p
q
)
,
where we have used the property
(
l
q+p
)(
q+p
p
)
=
(
l
p
)(
l−p
q
)
. It is easy to see that
∑l−p
q=0(−1)
q
(
l−p
q
)
is nothing but the expansion of (1 − 1)l−p , which is zero, except for the case when p = l,
for which, from Eq.(4) we can see that, m = l. So, we can conclude that the term
1
2
[∑l
m=0(−1)
m
(
l
m
)∑m
p=0
((
m
p
)
(∂px|ψ|
2)(∂l−px ψ)
)]
on the right hand side of Eq.(4) is zero,
except when p = m = l. So, we need only consider the case where p = m = l in which case,
Eq.(4) assumes the following form
δG
δψ∗
=
ψ
2
∂lx(|ψ|
2) +
1
2
[
(−1)l
(
ψ(∂lx|ψ|
2)
)]
=
(ψ
2
∂lx|ψ|
2
)
+ (−1)l
(ψ
2
∂lx|ψ|
2
)
.
(5)
From this it is clear that δ
δψ∗
( |ψ|
2
2
∂lx|ψ|
2) = ψ∂lx(|ψ|
2) only when l is even and δ
δψ∗
( |ψ|
2
2
∂lx|ψ|
2) =
0 if l is odd. Since the microscopic expansion for the s-wave scattering invloves only even
powers of k[16, 17] and hence only even order derivatives of |ψ|2, the energy functional
obtained by us can be used to calculate the energy of the system where we want to consider
corrections to the local GP equation.
This result is very important in the sense that the energy functional is very straight-
forward to evaluate, simply by writing the correction terms to the local GP equation and
multiplying them by ψ∗/2 as long as s-wave scattering prevails. Now that we have the energy
functional for corrections to the local GP equation, we can use it to study the effects of the
corrections on the BEC.
III. DISCUSSIONS
In the present paper, we have considered the standard form of corrections to the local
GP equation arising from an effective range expansion due to non-local s-wave scattering.
6This effective range expansion gives corrections to the local GP equation. The order of
expansion at which such a modified GP equation is truncated depends on BEC parameters.
These parameters may include the effective range of the inter-boson interaction potential,
the average inter-particle separation, etc. These corrections should be taken into account as
we approach the diluteness limit as shown by Fu et al. These correction terms typically are
associated with the length scales in a BEC. The kinetic term in the local GP equation is
represented by a Laplacian. Since the first correction term to this local GP equation is also
a Laplacian, it is the term which is popularly considered in literature which studies BEC
beyond the Fermi pseudopotential. In other words, the correction term probes a length scale
similar to the kinetic term apart from the coefficient. To probe smaller length scales, one
needs to add higher order corrections to the GP equation.
In this paper, we have discussed corrections to the local GP energy functional arising due
to corrections to the local GP equation. We have given a rigorous combinatorial proof of
the same for taking into consideration non-local corrections up to any order in derivatives
of |ψ|2. The non-triviality of this correspondence is represented by the fact that such a
correspondence is absent for correction terms with odd order derivatives of |ψ|2. Since the
correction terms, as shown by Collin et al., contain only even order derivatives and not odd
order ones, our result would help write energy functional for corrections up to any order.
In this sense, such a correspondence is special to symmetric s-wave scattering in BECs.
This correspondence can be used to study the energetics of corrections to the GP equation,
beyond the Fermi pseudopotential.
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